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REQUISITES OF A LAND USE POLICY

Throughout human history, land has played
a significant role in society.  Land has been “the
locus of productive activities and a source of
political power of men” (PLCPD, 2004).  The
1976 UN Conference on Human Settlements
declaration likewise considers land as the
principal instrument in fostering “social justice,
development, provision of decent dwellings,
and health conditions, and therefore should be
used in the interest of the society as a whole.”
The importance of land utilization in the
economic and social activities of society makes
it imperative for countries to adopt a
comprehensive land use policy to effectively
manage the utilization of this valuable resource.

In the Philippines, efforts on sound land use
have been undertaken by the government since
the 70s.  Various laws have been passed such
as The Forestry Reform Code (1975),
Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Law (1988),
Indigenous Peoples Rights Act (1997) and the
Agriculture and Fisheries Modernization Act
(1997) to ensure that land is utilized properly.
However, the multi-stakeholder nature of land
utilization and the lack of a comprehensive land
use policy framework have resulted in the
following problems:  (a) confusion due to
inconsistent laws on land utilization; (b)
continued negative environmental effect on
land; and (c) unabated conflicts among different
sectors due to competing land use.

This paper shall thus discuss the rationale of
a land use policy framework and suggest
measures to assist in the implementation of a
comprehensive land use policy.

Land use planning is “the proper
management of land resources to promote the
public interest and general welfare” (PLCPD,
2004).  It is anchored on the concept of
sustainable development which promotes the
optimal use of limited resources to answer
present needs without compromising the needs
of future generations.  Land use planning is a
multi-stakeholder policy output wherein
competing uses of land arise among the various
users.  These stakeholders include the farmers,
urban settlers, local government planners,
businessmen, women, indigenous peoples and
environment managers.

Many urban and peri-urban1 areas in the
Philippines have been subjected sporadically to
various political, economic and environmental
interests.  Land development initiatives were
done without going through the process of
finding a compromise solution to conflicting
interests.  And because there is no clear, sound
and modern framework to guide such
compromise, this practice has led to the
1 Areas surrounding an urban center that replicate the pattern of
development of the center
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Year Area (has.)
1979-1987 27.41                     

1988 335.27                   
1989 551.18                   
1990 1,790.60                
1991 3,230.94                
1992 1,992.76                
1993 1,534.20                
1994 4,189.01                
1995 2,443.44                
1996 3,248.96                
1997 2,997.22                
1998 5,889.30                
1999 3,469.20                
2000 2,362.50                
2001 1,096.59                
2002 1,091.38                
2003 4,353.78                
2004 1,129.30                

Undated 239.79                   
TOTAL 43,141.64              

Table 1. Summary of Approved
Applications for Land Use Conversion

as of September 30, 2005
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worsening of problems associated with poor
land use such as traffic congestion, informal
settling, poor public sanitation, pollution,
inefficiency of public services delivery and
environmental degradation.

Given the above situation, there is a need to
review these laws with the end view of crafting a
consistent and socially acceptable land use
policy framework that would support the
requirements of sustainable economic growth,
equity and poverty alleviation.

In the Philippines, lands are categorized as:
protected areas, alienable and disposable, and
privately-owned lands.  Of the total Philippine
land area of 29.8 million hectares, 15.88 million
hectares are forestlands or protected areas and
14.12 million hectares are alienable and
disposable lands of which sixty-five percent
(64.8%) are titled and privately owned (Llanto
and Ballesteros, 2003).  But these numbers do
not reflect the true situation of our land resources
vis-à-vis the various uses of land.

There are five main uses of land:  economic
and commercial uses, food production, shelter,
environment preservation and preservation of
indigenous peoples.  However, these uses
cannot be pursued exclusively.  This means that
compromises and conflicts arise whenever one
implements one specific land use over the other.
A look on the application of the uses of land in
the Philippines explains such situation.

Economic and Commercial Uses and Food
Production. Land is a primary input in the
conduct of economic and productive activities
for the Filipinos’ general welfare.  Though the
State has the sovereign right to control and
supervise the exploration, development and
utilization of the country’s land and other natural

resources, the Constitution ensures the right of
individuals to engage in legitimate business and
commercial activities that are intended to
increase the country’s wealth.  The creation of
special economic zones and industrial parks are
mechanisms of giving a premium to the
economic or commercial use of large tracts of
land.  However, this economic and commercial
use of land may, at times, be in conflict with the
food production role of land.  For example,
indiscriminate land conversions from agriculture
to non-agricultural purposes that persist around
the country pose the danger of food insufficiency
for the Filipinos.  This conflict between the
economic and food security is illustrated by the
actual state of agricultural lands available in the
country.

Status of land resources in the Philippines
and its uses

Competing uses of land
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Figure 1. Summary of Approved Applications for
Land Use Conversion, from 1988 - 2004

Source:  Center for Land Use Policy Planning and Implementation
               (CLUPPI)



Figure 2. Summary of Land Use Conversion, by Purpose, 2005

Purpose Area (has.)
Residential 15,864.78
Commercial 534.32
Recreational 2
Mixed Use 2,375.13
Mixed Use w/ Residential 13,591.31
Industrial 6,731.70
Institutional 1,356.25
Agro-industrial 669.17
Agri-industrial 15.83
Others 2,001.14
TOTAL 43,141.64

Table 2. Summary of Approved Applications
for Land Use Conversion, by Purpose,

As of September 2005
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0.00%
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Source:  Center for Land Use Policy Planning and Implementation (CLUPPI)

Countries Total drop in lands devoted to rice 
production 

South Korea 46 % 
Taiwan 42 % 
Japan 50 % 
Indonesia 20,000 has. Converted 
Philippines 289,000 has. (Legal and illegal shifts 

in land use) 
 

Table 3. Decreasing Areas Devoted to Rice
Production in Asian Countries, 2000

Source: PLCPD, 2005
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An average of 1,310.72 hectares of
agricultural land was converted in period 1990
to 2004, with a total of 43,141.64 hectares
converted to other uses.  It should be noted that
conversion to residential uses accounts for more
than one third of the conversion (see Table 2).

The significant decrease in the size of lands
available for agricultural purposes has
contributed to the reduction of land for rice
production.  In 2000 the Philippines was one of
the Asian economies that experienced a
significant  decrease in the lands devoted to rice
production (see Table 3).

Shelter.  Land can also be utilized for social
development purposes such as shelter.  At
present, the growing population of the country
has resulted in an increasing demand for
housing.  According to the Medium Term
Philippine Development Plan (MTPDP) 2005-
2010, there is an estimated 3.7 million housing
need for the plan period. This big demand is
more prevalent in the urban centers, particularly
in the National Capital Region, and their
surrounding areas, Regions III and IV.

Because of the limited space available for
mass housing, there is now congestion
particularly in urban areas, and this is where the
use of land for shelter comes in conflict with other
interests.  Due to the rapid need of urban centers
for housing and the  lack of a national land use
policy to guide planners,  lands allocated for
other purposes near these areas (such as
agricultural) are utilized for housing.  Llanto and
Ballesteros (2003: 2-3) succinctly observed this
situation:  “the unprecedented urbanization in
the country has been [sic] put tremendous
pressure on land resources and the absence of a
land use policy underscores land conversion
disputes and other land-related problems.  The
tension between continued use of certain lands
for agriculture…and the demand of rapid
urbanization…has led to conflict among various
interested parties such as land developers,
agricultural workers and landowners.”

Environment Protection.  Another use of
land is to protect and sustain a country’s natural
resource.  However, increasing population,
resource exploitation, hyper-urbanization and
industrialization have put much pressure on the
biological and physical well-being of the
environment.   According to the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR,
1997), the Philippines’ natural resources “have
been, and continue to be, subjected to numerous
yet conflicting uses that include forest production
(for wood and other forest products like resin,
pulp and paper), food production, human
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settlements, watershed, tourism/recreation,
mineral production, energy production,
biodiversity conservation, industrial site, and
other economic activities or any combination
of the above.”

Suffice it to say that because of this
overexploitation, the Philippines’ forestlands
continue to dwindle.  In fact, when compared
to her Southeast Asian neighbors, with the
exception of Singapore, the Philippines has the
smallest forestland area in proportion to the total
land area at 19.4 percent in 2000 (see Table 4).

The size of our forests and forestlands is
critical to securing the country’s water resources
in the future.  Their denudation contributes to
watershed degradation which affects the
country’s water supply.  The Philippines has the
highest total water withdrawals in Southeast Asia
(see table 5) and projections up to 2025 show

that the country will continue to have the highest
withdrawal as a proportion of its water resources
(Rola, et al., 2004).

Conflicting land uses and practices,
inappropriate land classification and disposition
of watershed areas, and unabated
encroachment and illegal occupancy within
watershed areas are some of the unresolved
issues that threaten watershed resources.  Take
the case of Maasin watershed in Iloilo which is a
source of water to 500,000 residents of Iloilo City
and 80 sitios.  About 64% of the Maasin
watershed is already open to farming.  The loss
of forest cover has resulted in the reduction of
watershed resource potential of the area.  As a
consequence, only 35% of the household water
requirements of Iloilo City could be met by the
resource (Rola, et al., 2004).

Table 4.  Comparative Deforestation Data Among Southeast Asian Countries

Source: World Deforestation Rate

T o ta l D e n s i ty

G ro w th  
R a te T o ta l

%  o f 
L a n d  
A re a

C h a n g e
A n n u a l 
R a te  o f 
C h a n g e

1 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 1 9 9 9
1 9 9 5 -
2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0

1 9 9 0 -
2 0 0 0

1 9 9 0 -
2 0 0 0

( '0 0 0  h a ) ( '0 0 0 )
(p o p u la t io n

/ k m  2 ) (% ) ( '0 0 0  h a )
%  o f 
la n d ( '0 0 0  h a ) (% )

P h i l i p p i n e s 2 9 ,8 1 7 7 4 ,4 5 4 2 4 9 .7 2 .1 5 ,7 8 9 1 9 .4 -8 9 .0 - 1 .4
In d o n e s i a 1 8 1 ,1 5 7 2 0 9 ,2 5 5 1 1 5 .5 1 .4 1 0 4 ,9 8 6 5 8 .0 - 1 ,3 1 2 .0 - 1 .2
T h a i la n d 5 1 ,0 8 9 6 0 ,8 5 6 1 1 9 .1 0 .9 1 4 ,7 6 2 2 8 .9 -1 1 2 .0 - 0 .7
C a m b o d i a 1 7 ,6 5 2 1 0 ,9 4 5 6 2 .0 2 .3 9 ,3 3 5 5 2 .9 -5 6 .0 - 0 .6
L a o s 2 3 ,0 8 0 5 ,2 9 7 2 3 .0 2 .6 1 2 ,5 6 1 5 4 .4 -5 3 .0 - 0 .4
V i e tn a m 3 2 ,5 5 0 7 8 ,7 0 5 2 4 1 .8 1 .6 9 ,8 1 9 3 0 .2 5 2 .0 0 .5
S i n g a p o re 6 1 3 ,5 2 2 5 ,7 7 3 .8 1 .4 2 3 .3 n .s . n .s .
T i m o r -L e s te 1 ,4 7 9 8 7 1 5 8 .6 1 .7 5 0 7 3 4 .3 -3 .0 - 0 .6
B ru n e i 5 2 7 3 2 2 6 1 .1 2 .2 4 4 2 8 3 .9 -1 .0 - 0 .2
M a la ys i a 3 2 ,8 5 5 2 1 ,8 3 0 6 6 .4 2 .0 1 9 ,2 9 2 5 8 .7 -2 3 7 .0 - 1 .2

T o ta l 
L a n d  
A re a

P o p u la t i o n F o re s t

C o u n tr y /a re a

Table 5.  Southeast Asia: Water Supply and Demand

Note: 2025 projections by the International Water Management Institute (IWMI)
Source:  Seckler et al., 1998 in Rola, et al., (2004)

C o u n t r y  T o t a l  
A n n u a l  
W a t e r  

R e s o u r c e s   
( A W R )  K m 3  

1 9 9 0  d a t a  

 
 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -  
1 9 9 0  
D W R  

T o t a l  
 

- - - - - - - - - - - -  
P e r  c e n t  
o f  A W R  

W i t h d r a w a l s  
K m 3  

- - - - - - - - - - - - -  
2 0 2 5  
D W R  

( D W R )  
 

- - - - - - - - - - - -  
P e r  c e n t  
o f  A W R  

C a m b o d i a  4 9 8  0 . 6  0  0 . 8  0  
I n d o n e s i a  2 , 5 3 0  1 7 . 5  1  2 4 . 2  1  
M a l a y s i a  4 5 6  1 3 . 7  3  1 8 . 6  4  
M y a n m a r  1 , 0 8 2  4 . 2  0  5 . 4  0  
P h i l i p p i n e s  3 2 3  4 1 . 7  1 3  4 9 . 8  1 5  
V i e t n a m  3 7 6  2 7 . 6  7  3 1 . 2  8  
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Indigenous Peoples (IPs). Finally, the right
of indigenous peoples (IPs) to protect their lands
raises issues.  In the Philippines, the State is
mandated to protect the rights of IPs to their
ancestral domains to ensure their economic,
social and cultural well-being and to recognize
the applicability of customary laws governing
property rights or relations in determining the
ownership and extent of ancestral domain (RA
7381).  This indigenous concept of ownership
with regard to all ancestral lands and all resources
found therein serves as the foundation of the IPs’
cultural integrity.  The law guarantees the IPs’
rights to claim ownership of ancestral domains.
At present, the IP sector has an aggregate claim
of more than 5 million hectares (see Table 6).

However, many of these claims are still being
disputed and in conflict with various interest
groups on land utilization.  In fact, the enactment
of this law raised some issues on property rights
especially regarding ancestral lands rich with
mineral resources.  The IP community’s
interpretations of property rights over identified
areas are often not consistent with concession
rights given by government through the market
economy’s land registration and titling system.
As a result of this inconsistency, IPs are always
faced with a threat of eviction and displacement
to give way to economic and commercial land
utilization.   In 2002, the NCIP Legal Affairs
Office handled seven (7) legal cases related to

ancestral domains. One of these was the
opposition of the residents of Sinacbat, Bagu,
Dalipey, and Bakun, Benguet to the construction
of a diversion tunnel from Panagan to Takbo
Weit, Bakun, Benguet.  Another example is the
well-publicized conflict of the Bugnayons of
Kalinga and Apayao provinces surrounding the
proposed construction of the Chico Dam in the
70s (NCIP, 2002).  The alleged destructive effects
of the construction of the large infrastructure
project near indigenous communities and on the
soil and flora and fauna in the region were the
basis of the complaints of the people.  Because
of this large-scale protest, the project was
aborted.

Given the aforementioned, it can be deduced
that the lack of a national land use policy has
resulted in confusion on land utilization and also
has, in several instances, resulted in negative
effects among stakeholders.  It is therefore
imperative that Philippine policymakers pursue
moves to address the complexities of the
problems that arise from land use and land
related issues.  Currently, several bills which seek
to formulate a national land use policy
framework are pending before the 13th Congress.
These proposals underscore the vital role of land
use planning in the country’s development
efforts.  Notwithstanding the intent and content
of these legislative proposals, experiences of

C A D C - C o v e r e d  A D  D ir e c t  A p p l i c a t i o n  
E t h n o g r a p h i c  

R e g io n  N u m b e r  A g g r e g a t e  
A r e a  N u m b e r  A g g r e g a t e  

A r e a  

T o t a l  
N o .  

T o t a l  
A g g r e g a t e  

A r e a  
C A R  &  R e g io n  1  2 7  6 1 2 ,3 6 3  2 0  3 8 3 ,9 0 2  4 7  9 9 6 ,2 6 5  
R e g io n  2  1 3  3 6 2 ,2 2 0  2  N o  d a t a  1 5  3 6 2 ,2 2 0  
R e g io n  3  &  R e s t  
o f  L u z o n  3 0  2 3 1 ,9 5 2  2 1  2 2 9 ,0 5 4  5 1  4 6 1 ,0 0 6  

I s la n d  G r o u p  2 6  3 6 8 ,5 9 2  1 9  2 0 0 ,1 0 9  4 5  5 6 8 ,7 0 1  
N o r th e r n  &  
W e s te r n  
M in d a n a o  

2 7  2 5 2 ,1 2 9  1 0 3  9 2 4 ,7 0 9  1 3 0  1 ,1 7 6 ,8 3 8  

S o u th e r n  E a s t e r n  
M in d a n a o  3 4  6 6 1 ,8 3 4  4 6  4 2 8 ,1 9 9  8 0  1 ,0 9 0 ,0 3 3  

C e n t r a l  
M in d a n a o  2 4  5 6 ,9 4 3  6 9  4 0 2 ,2 6 8  9 3  4 5 9 ,2 1 1  

T O T A L  1 8 1  2 ,5 4 6 ,0 3 3  2 8 0  2 ,5 6 8 ,2 4 1  4 6 1  5 ,1 1 4 ,2 7 4  
 

Table 6.  Inventory of Ancestral Domain Claims, as of 2002

Source:  National Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) Annual Report, 2002
 * CADC – Certificate of Ancestral Domain Claim; AD – Ancestral Domain
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various countries should provide policymakers
and development planners some useful insights
on the intricacies of crafting a comprehensive
land use policy.

According to experts, a common policy
framework for land use should integrate the
various levels of land use planning in the
municipal, provincial, regional and national
levels. This should balance different yet related
concerns such as food security, human
settlements, environmental protection,
indigenous communities, and other economic
and commercial pursuits.

In 2003, the World Bank conducted a cross-
country comparison of land policies in African,
Latin American, Eastern European and Asian
countries, including the Philippines, as well as
industrial nations.  The study noted similarities
as well as contrasting strategies that were adopted
by these countries in crafting their land policies
as well as underscored the difficulty of crafting a
land use policy framework.  Some countries
were successful, but many proved to be
ineffective in translating their policy outputs into
desired outcomes (WB, 2003).

By and large, the experiences of these
countries in their struggle for a sound and
effective land use policy led the researchers to
identify the ‘requisites’ of a rational, holistic and
fair  land use policy framework.  In addition to a
participative process and institutional capacity
building which should be important parts of the
package, it was also emphasized that a sound
land use policy should be fully integrated into
the long term national development strategy.

The following are the suggested considerations
in crafting a socially desirable land use policy:

A rational land use regulation.  Experiences
of many developing countries have shown that

government agencies have rarely been effective
in ensuring that land and natural resources
embody broader social and cultural benefits,
such as landscapes, biodiversity, historic sites,
and cultural values.  Individual actions
sometimes destroy these benefits out of sheer
protection of vested economic interests.  But
oftentimes, it is the ambiguity of the priorities set
by the authorities.

In Malaysia for example, inappropriate
zoning standards caused housing prices to be
significantly above the costs of construction.
Recognizing that this would disadvantage the
poor, the government promptly offered subsidies
to this group as partial compensation.  Evidence
however suggests that this has been too costly
and ineffective, and that the poor were more
likely to squat instead.

Zoning regulations are identified as effective
mechanisms to reduce land use conflicts.  In
many parts of the world, it is used to assign
specific uses, or prohibit particular uses of certain
lands, to overcome environmental and other
externalities.  For example, local governments
can use zoning regulations to prevent the
negative effects of deforestation, agricultural land
conversion to housing, or infrastructure.  Zoning
however has to be justified, clear, predictable
and easy to implement (WB, 2003).

Land use policy should be an end result  of a
participative and democratic planning process.
Land use planning should provide an
opportunity for stakeholders to actively
participate in a planning process.  Consensus
building among the users, the authorities/
government and the civil society minimizes
political discontent and promotes transparency,
specifically on the part of the government which
usually has the prerogative for zoning, eminent
domain, and expropriation of land.

Larrucea (2005), in his report on how the
Mediterranean Island of Minorca (Spain) was
declared a bio-reserve, particularly took note of

What are the requisites of a ‘socially
desirable’ land use policy?
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the novel means of participation of the citizenry
in the decision-making process which was done
through ad hoc meetings or workshops.  These
were organized by the local authority, i.e.
Consell Insular, which explained the most
important decisions taken, informed the citizens
about the study and solicited people’s opinion.

Land use policy should include local
capacity building and institutional linkages.
Local capacity building is needed to address the
inadequacy of local officials in understanding
how property rights combined with collective
action can be utilized for land resource
allocation and management.  Property rights,
when designed in a way that encourages prudent
management of natural resources, can measure
and control the costs of the environmental effects
of land use.  For example, by awarding property
rights to private communities or the resource
users themselves and by strengthening the
capacity of these groups for collective action,
externalities from land use will be more properly
dealt with (WB, 2003).

Similarly local capacity building in the area
of  land valuation and taxation, information
dissemination, conflict resolution, land use
planning and basic economic concepts are also
needed to assist local governments in handling
administrative functions devolved by the national
government.  These trainings will broaden local
governments’ understanding on the different
approaches to public finance and also help them
design better zoning regulations that will
maximize and, at the same time, effectively
manage the utilization of land in their
jurisdiction.

The importance of institutional linkages
among concerned agencies should also be
emphasized in any local capacity building
exercise.  Proper linkages among national,
regional and local agencies will ensure a
harmonized working relationship which will
result in better and timely outputs.

Land use policy should be part of the long-
term national development strategy.  Most
importantly, the integration of a national land
use policy into the country’s broader
development strategy is particularly relevant to
provide a basis for relating land policy to other
development interventions.  Similarly, integrating
land use policy into a long-term national
development mechanism can provide continuity
and an institutional framework to guide
policymakers on land utilization.

The Government of Ghana’s comprehensive
land policy shows the type of issues to be tackled
in such broader national development strategy.
The Government of Ghana reviewed its legal
situation with a view of making state land
accessible to the private sector while retaining
its regulatory role.   It also guaranteed access to
urban land through an open market and in cases
of compulsory acquisition, adequate and prompt
compensation and resettlement for those
displaced were ensured.  Regarding the
promotion of long-term sustainable
management of natural resources, community
involvement was encouraged in managing forest
reserves  (WB, 2003).

In the context of a yet unbalanced fiscal
position, confounded legal instruments and
inharmonious institutional set-up, the challenge
to enact a national land use policy in the
Philippines becomes even larger.  What then in
the short term are the policy interventions that
are crucial to arrest the on-going land use
conflicts and mitigate damage to the country’s
physical assets, and at the same time prepare for
the eventual adoption of a comprehensive land
use policy in the long run?

The following are proposed recommendations
which the Philippine policymakers may initiate
to prepare for the deliberations of a
comprehensive land use policy:

Recommendations
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Encourage zoning ordinances by enhancing
planning capacity of LGUs.  Most land resource
classifications and allocation activities are still
performed by the national government as in the
case of land classification which is largely a
function of the DENR. The Local Government
Code of 1991, on the other hand, empowers the
Sangguniang Bayan  to formulate
comprehensive land use plans (CLUPs), adopt
zoning and subdivision ordinances or
regulations.  The Sangguniang Panlalawigan
reviews the comprehensive land use plans and
zoning ordinances of component cities and
municipalities and adopts a comprehensive
provincial land use, subject to existing laws.

About 85% of the 1,610 LGUs have already
adopted CLUPs and zoning ordinances
(HLURB, 2005).  But the successful
implementation of land use regulation, i.e.
zoning, should come hand in hand with the
local planning capacity of the local government
which needs to be improved.  In addition, local
governments must be aware of the advantages
and disadvantages of different approaches of
zoning.  This is because externalities that may
be generated by zoning regulations are local in
nature and so the tasks of land use planning, like
property valuation and taxation, should be at the
hands of the local authorities.

As the World Bank study points out, “a
gradual devolution of responsibility for land use
regulation to local governments should be
coupled with capacity building to be able to
make a significant contribution to efforts toward
more effective implementation.”

Strengthen and harmonize institutional
linkages.  Based on the findings of DENR in
1997, while institutional roles are fairly well
defined for land use planning, existing linkages
among land use plans and involved agencies
are generally weak or almost non-existent due
to structural, administrative and political factors
(DENR, 1997).  In addition, not all local
authorities have the technical expertise and

access to information.  Because of this, linkages
between the national planning institutions and
implementing agencies of land use related laws
must be strengthened and harmonized.  Land
use regulation of adjoining local authorities
should be coordinated and harmonized as well.
The policy directions and investment programs
set by the national development plans should
be closely reflected in the land use regulations
of the local governments.  Ironically, many
municipalities have not as yet developed
comprehensive development plans but already
have existing land use plans (DENR, 1997).  Such
condition necessitates consensus building
among other institutions as well, e.g. the private
sector, NGOs and the academe, to implement
and identify priority activities.  This means sharing
of information and expertise, and collective
adoption of advocacy for zoning and land use
regulation in the national, regional and local
consultative and planning bodies is a must.
Moreover, consensus building among
stakeholders will lessen political discontent and
promote transparency and eventually lead to
smooth implementation.

As experts from the Land Administration and
Management Project (LAMP) of the DENR put
it, “effective land use planning and control
measures cannot be implemented unless the
public and all levels of the government have
access to adequate information and unless the
government exercises its substantive planning
powers within the carefully defined limits of the
law” (LAMP, 2002).

Review and assess existing laws.  As
indicated in many studies on land policies, the
Philippines has adopted an array of local and
national laws related to land ownership, land
management and land use, notwithstanding the
inconsistencies and duplications.   However, the
level of implementation and the measure of
policy outcomes of these regulations are not
known to the implementors and benefactors
alike.   A thorough review and evaluation of these
laws can help decision-makers and planners
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pinpoint the areas of conflict and duplication as
well as the weak points which should be brought
to the attention of the concerned department or
the Legislature for remedy and/or intermediation.

Consider other requisites such as land
classification and land administration measures.
An effective land use regulation alone cannot
address the land related problems of the country.
One of the recommendations of LAMP (2002) is
the “review of the land classification system and
definitions to better reflect the reality of land use
and occupation/ownership, as well as formally
free up alienable and disposable land that is
already in sustainable use or has potential to be
used.”  This should also clarify the instances
when land has clearly become private land and
is therefore beyond the necessity for
classification.  In certain cases, a problem arises
when there is a conflict between the zoning
ordinance, for example, and a deed of
restrictions or easements found in the title of the
land.

In the study of LAMP, the cumbersome
procedures of land titling and registration were
also pinpointed as major problems in land
management in the country.  There is thus the
urgent need to simplify the laws, make the
processes transparent and establish a single
agency to undertake all initial titling.  And
because the present titling and registration
system is not adequately supported by important
and basic information, LAMP experts
recommend the conduct of a cadastral survey
of all parcels of land that will be part of the
record of the Government.

* * *
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Annex.  Various Laws on Land Use in the Philippines

R.A. No.\Title \Date of Effectivity\
Salient Feature(s) of the Law Coverage Key provisions related to land use policy Implementing Agencies

 R.A. 141 The Public Land Act (1936) alienable lands
Alienable lands of the public domain open to
disposition shall be classified according to the use or
purpose. 

Department of Environment and
Natural Resources

Also issues leases over public lands to corporations

R.A. 705 The Forestry Reform Code
(1975) all public lands

Study, devise, determine and prescribe the criteria,
guidelines and survey of all lands of the public
domain into agricultural, industrial or commercial,
residential, resettlement, mineral, timber or forest
and grazing lands, and such other uses;

Department of Environment and
Natural Resources

No land of the public domain 18% in slope or over
shall be classified as alienable/disposable, or any
forest land 50% in slope or over, grazing land.

R.A 6657 Comprehensive Agrarian
Reform Law (1988)

all public agricultural
lands

DAR may authorize the re-classification or
conversion of the land and its disposition, upon the
application of the land owner, if and when the land
ceases to be economically sound for agricultural use.

Department of Agrarian Reform

R.A. 7160 Local Government Code
(1991) agricultural lands

LGUs are empowered to re-classify agricultural lands
to non-agricultural uses where 1) the land has
ceased to be economically feasible and sound for
agric. uses; 2) the land has substantially greater
economic value for residential, commercial or
industrial use;

Local Government Units

LGUs shall continue to prepare their respective land
use plans (CLUPs) enacted thru zoning ordinances
which shall be the primary and dominant bases for
future use of land resources;

Requirements for food production, human
settlements and industrial expansion shall be taken
into account in the preparation of CLUPs.

R.A. 8371 Indigenous Peoples Rights
Act (1997) ancestral domain

State shall protect the rights of ICCs/IPs to their
ancestral domains to ensure economiic, social and
cultural well-being; ancestral domains shall include
such concepts of territories which cover not only the
physical environment but the total environment.

National Commission on
Indigenous Peoples

R.A. 8435 Agriculture and Fisheries
Modernization Act (AFMA), ( 1997 )

agricultural lands and
fisheries areas

Strategic agriculture and fisheries development
zones should be established and delineated based
on sound resource accounting and without prejudice
to development of economic zones and free ports;

Department of Agriculture

Every city and municipality must have its own
respective land use and zoning ordinances which
shall be updated every four (4) years. 

R.A. 7942 Philippine Mining Act
(1995) contract area

Grants a contractor the exclusive right to conduct
mining operations and extract all mineral resources
in the contract area.

Department of Environment and
Natural Resources

P.D. 1067 Water Code (1976) all waters owned by the
State

All waters belong to the State but may be
appropriated for: a) domestic, b) municipal, c)
irrigation, d) power generation, e) fisheries, f)
livestock raising, g) industrial, h) recreational , and i)
other uses; Users of water are required to register
with the NWRC.

National Water Resources
Council


